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Axion dark matter (DM) may convert to radio-frequency electromagnetic radiation in the strong magnetic fields around neutron stars. The radio signature of such a process would be an ultranarrow spectral peak at a frequency determined by the mass of the axion particle. We analyze data we collected from the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope in the L band and the Effelsberg 100-m Telescope in the L band and S band from a number of sources expected to produce bright signals of axion-photon conversion, including the Galactic center of the Milky Way and the nearby isolated neutron stars RX J0720.4-3125 and RX J0806.4-4123. We find no evidence for axion DM and are able to set constraints on the existence of axion DM in the highly motivated mass range between ~5 and 11 μeV with the strongest constraints to date on axions in the ~10–11 μeV range.

The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) axion is a well-motivated DM candidate, because, in addition to explaining the observed abundance of DM [7–9], it may also resolve the strong CP problem of the neutron electron dipole moment [10–13] (see [14] for a detailed review). The QCD axion may make up the observed abundance of DM over a wide range of masses [15], but a natural mass range is 5–25 μeV. In this work, we target axion masses in the range $m_a \in (4.5, 10.5) \, \mu$eV, corresponding to radio frequencies $f = m_a / (2\pi) \in (1.1, 2.7) \, \text{GHz}$.

The conversion of axion DM to radio photons arises from the Lagrangian $L = g_{agg}a \mathbf{E} \cdot \mathbf{B}$, where $\mathbf{E}$ (B) are electric (magnetic) fields, $a$ is the axion field, and $g_{agg}$ is a coupling constant with units of inverse energy. For the QCD axion, $g_{agg}$ is proportional to $m_a$, but models of more general axionlike particles can have $g_{agg}$ and $m_a$ as independent parameters. The mass range that we target here with radio telescope searches is also the subject of significant long-standing laboratory search efforts for the coupling $g_{agg}$. The Rochester-Brookhaven-Fermilab (RBF) [16,17] and University of Florida (UF) [18] axion haloscope experiments set competitive constraints on axion DM in the mass range covered by this analysis, though our results exclude new parameter space beyond what was probed by those experiments. More recently, the ADMX

---

Recently, it was proposed that radio telescope observations of neutron stars (NSs) can probe axion dark matter (DM) [1–5]. In the magnetosphere surrounding a NS, axion DM may resonantly convert into radio-frequency photons at locations where the plasma frequency of the magnetosphere equals the axion mass, with conversion probabilities determined in part by the strength of the magnetic field surrounding the NS. The central frequency of the hypothetical radio signal from an individual NS is set by the mass of the axion, redshifted by the line-of-sight velocity of the NS. The predicted axion-induced radio signal would appear as a nearly monochromatic peak in the otherwise smoothly varying radio spectrum from the NS and its nearby environment. The frequency of this peak is universal for all sources and is determined by the currently unknown mass of the axion particle.

In Refs. [3–6], it was shown that high-frequency-resolution observations with radio telescopes such as the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) and the Effelsberg 100-m Telescope toward nearby isolated NSs (INSs) and toward regions of high NS and DM density, such as the Galactic center (GC) of the Milky Way, would be sensitive to vast regions of previously unexplored axion parameter space. In this work, we perform such searches with the GBT and the Effelsberg radio telescope.
The targets observed by the GBT and Effelsberg for evidence of axion DM. “Pop.” refers to populations of NSs, while “INS” refers to a single isolated NS. The bin widths $\delta f_{\text{obs}}$ correspond to those of the original observation, but we down-bin the data before performing the axion line search to the resolution given by $\delta f_{\text{fid}}$ to account for the finite width of the signal. The INS (GC) observations were performed with the GBT (Effelsberg radio telescope). The GBT INS observations cover the frequency range 1.15–1.73 GHz, with a gap from 1.2 to 1.35 GHz, and the L-band (S-band) Effelsberg observation covers 1.27–1.45 GHz (2.4–2.7 GHz). Note that the $\tau_{\text{exp}}$ are the on exposure times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{exp}}$ [min]</th>
<th>$\delta f_{\text{obs}}$ [kHz]</th>
<th>$\delta f_{\text{fid}}$ [kHz]</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RX J0806.4-4123</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>INS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX J0720.4-3125</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>INS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC (Eff., S band)</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>Pop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC (Eff., L band)</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>Pop.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experiment has reached sensitivity to the QCD axion at $\sim 2–3.5 \mu$eV [19–21], and the halocone at yale sensitive to axion CDM experiment has set strong constraints on axion DM in the mass range $m_a \sim 23–24 \mu$eV [22].

### Data acquisition

We collected data in the L band (1.15–1.73 GHz) with the GBT and in the L band (1.27–1.45 GHz) and S band (2.4–2.7 GHz) using the Effelsberg radio telescope to search for axion DM signatures from a variety of different sources. We describe the data taking procedures from the two telescopes in turn.

**GBT observations.**—The GBT observations were performed with the Versatile GBT Astronomical Spectrometer (VEGAS) backend [23] on March 10 and 29, 2019, with a notch filter applied from 1.2 to 1.34 GHz, so these frequencies are not included in our analysis (project AGBT19A-362, PI: Safdi). The nearby INS targets observed by the GBT are summarized in Table I. Note that we also observed the GC, M31, and M54 with the GBT, but the resulting axion limits are less robust than those from the INSs and from the Effelsberg GC observations and so are presented in Supplemental Material [24]. (The GBT GC observations lead to weaker limits than the Effelsberg GC observations, because the GBT observations were taken with lower frequency resolution.) All observations used the “spectral line” observing type and with one beam covering an area on the sky $\sim \pi (\text{FWHM}/2)^2$, where FWHM is the full width at half maximum of the telescope response, which is 8.4′ at 1.5 GHz for the GBT.

The INS observations used five VEGAS spectrometers in mode 9 across the L band, leading to the frequency resolution $\delta f_{\text{obs}}$ reported in Table I. For our fiducial analyses, the data are further down-binned to resolutions $\delta f_{\text{fid}}$ given in Table I. Data were collected in both polarizations, though in this analysis we analyze only the polarization-averaged flux. (See [3] for possible polarization signatures.) The observations performed position switching so that, for a given observational target, half the data collection time was on source (“on”) and half was spent observing blank-sky locations at similar elevations (“off”) in order to establish a reference baseline for the analysis. The on exposure times $\tau_{\text{exp}}$ are listed in Table I. The off locations were chosen to be 1.25° away from the target of interest. The position switching was carried out at 5-min intervals for each of the targets, leading to four separate observations of on and off positions.

Over the observing period, data were saved in independent short exposures for on and off observations of RX J0720.4-3125 and RX J0806.4-4123. In each successive exposure, a calibration noise diode was alternated between on and off with a switching period of 0.2097 s. The timing resolution allows for the identification of transient effects and data filtering, which is discussed further below and in Supplemental Material [24]. The calibration source 3C48 was observed for approximately 2 min to flux-calibrate the INS observations. Additionally, we observed the star-forming region W3(OH) for approximately 5 min to verify that our analysis framework is able to successfully identify the OH maser lines.

**Effelsberg observations.**—We also carried out L-band and S-band observations with the Effelsberg 100-m radio telescope toward the GC (project 77-17, 64-18, PI: Desvignes). The observations were taken with the PSRIX backend [36]—performing baseband sampling—in mid-June 2018 and early February 2019 using the prime (secondary) focus receiver P217 mm (S110 mm) for the L and S band, respectively. In both cases, we recorded orthogonal polarizations, which were later averaged offline for further analysis. Note that the FWHM of the Effelsberg beam is 9.78′ (4.58′) at 1.408 GHz (2.64 GHz). Observations were carried out toward the magnetar SGR J1745-2900, which is $\sim 2.4°$ away from the GC, and the planetary nebula NGC7027 for subsequent use in the flux calibration procedure. For the measurements toward the GC, we used a position switching mode, with on-source integration times of 61.9 and 40.0 min for the S band and L band, respectively, and respective off-source integration times of 22.8 and 37.0 min (see Table I). The on observation was performed first, followed by a single off observation taken 16.4° away from the GC.

### Analysis

We reduced and calibrated the GBT data following a modified implementation of the GBTIDL data reduction pipeline [37], extended to include a time-series data filtering performed independently at each channel and a channel-dependent system temperature calibration. The full procedure results in measurements of flux densities $\{d_i\}$ at frequencies $\{f_i\}$, with $i$ labeling the frequency channel. Because the stacked, calibrated data have been constructed by averaging many ($> 10^3$) independent antenna measurements together, the $\{d_i\}$ are approximately normally distributed.

For Effelsberg, high-resolution frequency spectra (131072 spectral channels) were generated from the raw
“baseband” data using the DSPSR [38] software tools [39]. We used the full-integrated spectra in our analysis, with a calibration procedure described in Supplemental Material [24]. Before analyzing the data, we first down-bin in frequency space to bins of width $\sim 8$ kHz (see Table I) to account for the finite width of the signal, such that the majority of the signal should appear in a single frequency bin. As discussed further in Supplemental Material [24] and first suggested in Ref. [5], reflection and refraction of the outgoing electromagnetic waves in the rotating plasma induces a frequency broadening at the level $\delta f/f \sim 5 \times 10^{-6}$ or less from the INs. We note that, even though the Effelsberg observations are searching for emission from a population of NSs, the data are at sufficiently high frequency resolution that we may search simply for the brightest converting NS from that population.

To inspect the data for excess flux at frequency channel $i$, we construct the likelihood

$$L_i(d|A,a) = \prod_k \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_k^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{\left[d_k - \mu(f_k|a) - A\delta_k\right]^2}{2\sigma_k^2} \right],$$

where $A$ is the excess flux density in the central frequency channel. Note that the index $k$ labels the analysis-level frequency channel, and the product runs over the frequency bins included in the analysis window. We model the background in the narrow sliding frequency window with a frequency-dependent mean flux density $\mu(f|a)$ and a single variance parameter $\sigma^2$, such that the variance in each frequency channel is given by $\sigma_i^2 = \sigma^2/\alpha_i$ for an acceptance fraction $\alpha_i$ of data at frequency channel $i$ after the data filtering. Note that $\alpha_i = 1$ for all Effelsberg frequency channels, as we do not apply the time-filtering procedure to that data. The nuisance parameter vector $a$ characterizes the frequency dependence of the mean; in practice, we take $\mu$ to be a quadratic function of $f$ so that $a$ has three independent parameters, though our final results are not sensitive to this choice (see Supplemental Material [24]).

In our fiducial analysis, we include within the sliding analysis window the ten frequency bins to the left and to the right of the central frequency channel, excluding the two bins on either side of the signal bin in case of signal leakage into those bins, if, e.g., the axion mass does not line up with the bin center. Note that to account for this possibility we also perform the analyses with all frequency bins shifted by approximately half a bin spacing. The variance parameter $\sigma^2$ is fixed by fitting the background-only model to the frequency sidebands with the central frequency channel masked out. We construct the profile likelihood $L_i(d|A,a)$ by maximizing $L_i(d|A,a)$ over the nuisance parameters $a$ at each fixed value of $A$, and we use the profile likelihood to construct the one-sided 95% upper limit on the flux density as shown in Fig. 1 (see, e.g., [40]). In particular, we consider positive and negative values of $A$, and we take the 95% upper limit to be the value of $A > \hat{A}$ such that $2\ln L_i(d|\hat{A}) - \ln L_i(d|A) \approx -2.71$, where $\hat{A}$ is the signal parameter that maximizes the profile likelihood. We then further power constrain our limits to avoid setting limits that are stronger than expected due to downward statistical fluctuations [41]. We accomplish this by recording the actual limit as the maximum of the 16th percentile of the distribution of expected limits under the null hypothesis, as computed using the Asimov procedure [40], and the limit observed on the actual data. Our test statistic (TS) for comparing signal and null hypotheses for evidence of an axion is the log-likelihood ratio $TS_i \equiv 2 \times [\ln L_i(d|\hat{A}) - \ln L_i(d|\hat{A}^0)]$, for $\hat{A} > 0$, and $TS_i = 0$ if $\hat{A} < 0$.

We additionally analyze the stacked but uncalibrated off spectra. This is valuable because the off data are subtracted and divided from the on data to remove the instrumental baselines, but this may cause features in the off spectra to be imprinted on the calibrated flux densities. Therefore, statistically significant excesses that appear in both the calibrated source flux density spectra and the off system temperatures can be vetoed, as they are inconsistent with, or at least do not require, an axion interpretation. In our analysis, we veto any excess in the calibrated on data which appears with a 97.5% percentile discovery TS in the off data. Note that we determine the TS percentiles by using the full distribution of observed TSs.

The 95% upper limits on the flux densities, defined relative to the single-channel frequency bin widths $\delta f_{\text{fid}}$ given in Table I, are shown in Fig. 1. We compare the upper limits to the expected limits from the ideal radiometer equation, which assumes that all of the noise is thermal at the system temperature. The true limits are slightly weaker likely because of sources of systematic uncertainty,
such as uncertainties in the background model and instrumental uncertainties not fully captured by the calibration procedure.

We search for evidence of an axion signal by using the discovery TSs. We apply a discovery threshold of TS > 100, which was defined before performing the analysis and not modified afterward. From Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the null hypothesis, we find that this TS threshold corresponds to approximately 5σ local significance (see Supplemental Material [24] for details). After applying the analysis procedure described above, we find no axion signal candidates at or beyond the detection significance in any of the observations, and the distributions of observed TSs are consistent with the null hypothesis. Note that HI emission frequencies are excluded automatically in our analysis by the off veto criterion.

Results.—To translate the flux-density limits from Fig. 1 into limits on the axion-photon coupling, we closely follow the theoretical modeling presented in Refs. [3,4] for computing the axion-induced radio fluxes from these specific sources.

The radiated power for a single INS depends on $g_{a\gamma}$, the polar magnetic field strength $B_0$ (assuming a dipole field configuration), the NS mass (which we fix at $1\, M_\odot$, since this value does not significantly affect the flux), the NS spin period $P$, the axion mass $m_a$, the DM density $\rho_\infty$ in the neighborhood of the NS but asymptotically far away from its gravitational potential, and the velocity dispersion $v_0$ of the ambient DM. For the local INSs, we take $v_0=200\, \text{km/s}$ and $\rho_\infty=0.4\, \text{GeV/} \text{cm}^3$ [42–44]. For the GC analysis, we assume the DM follows a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) [45,46] density profile near the GC, normalized to give the local DM density above and with a scale radius of 20 kpc (see, e.g., [4]). For RX J0806.4-4123 we take $\log_{10}(B_0/G)=13.40$ and $P=11.4\, \text{s}$ while for RX J0720.4-3125 we use $\log_{10}(B_0/G)=13.53$ and $P=8.4\, \text{s}$. We note that these parameters were inferred from spin-down measurements performed in the x-ray band [47–49]. We take RX J0806.4-4123 and RX J0720.4-3125 to be at distances of 250 and 360 pc from Earth, respectively [48].

Given these parameters, we estimate the radiated power following Refs. [3,6]. However, we note that a fully self-consistent calculation of the axion-induced radiation has yet to be performed. Reference [6] corrected the assumption in Ref. [3] that the axions travel along radial trajectories, but Ref. [6] did not account for the fact that the outgoing radiation is strongly refracted in the inhomogeneous magnetosphere, as we point out in Supplemental Material [24]. As a dedicated simulation of the axion-induced radiation is beyond the scope of this work, we estimate the power with the following approximation. We assume (i) that all axions travel along radial trajectories, as in Ref. [3], (ii) that all NSs are aligned rotators (magnetically misaligned rotators give nearly identical results [3]), and (iii) that the magnetosphere is well described by the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) model [50]. Then, following Ref. [3], we compute the angular power distribution $dP/d\theta$ of radio emission as a function of the angle from the polar axis $\theta$. However, we assign to each NS a single power value equal to $\int (dP/d\theta) d\theta$, and we assume that the flux is radiated from each NS isotropically. With the latter assumption, we find results are consistent with those in Ref. [6], which correctly accounted for the isotropic axion phase space. For example, taking NS parameters describing the nearby isolated NSs studied in this work (and assuming aligned rotators), the formalism in Ref. [6] predicts fluxes $\sim 50\%$ larger than inferred by our simpler calculation. We chose this simpler formalism, however, because it is likely that the more complicated computation in Ref. [6] must be modified due to the refraction of outgoing radio photons, which could result in an anisotropic signal [though from the studies in Ref. [6] we do not expect such calculations to change the flux predictions by more than an $\mathcal{O}(1)$ amount].

Given an improved theoretical predictions in the future, our results may be reinterpreted using the supplemental data [51].

In Ref. [4], it is shown that more complicated magnetosphere models, such as the electrosphere model, give similar results. In particular, the total radiated power averaged over NS populations differed by $\sim 20\%$ between the electrosphere and GJ models in Ref. [4]. Active pulsars and magnetars could have magnetospheres which deviate more substantially from the GJ model by having large charge-pair multiplicities, though this is expected to affect only a small fraction of the NSs within the populations and to not affect the nearby isolated NSs studied in this work (see [4] and references therein).

The width of the signal in frequency space is determined in part by the asymptotic energy dispersion of the DM, which is set by $v_0$. This induces a $\delta f/f \lesssim 10^{-6}$ contribution to the width from the INSs. However, as discussed more in Supplemental Material [24] and in Ref. [5], the signals are Doppler broadened when refracting or reflecting from the rotating plasma, inducing a frequency broadening closer to $\delta f/f \sim 5 \times 10^{-6}$ and justifying the bin widths taken in Table I.

Since we do not actually know which specific NSs are being targeted in the Effelsberg GC analysis (and similarly in the GBT population analyses discussed in Supplemental Material [24]), we model the population of NSs (number density, spatial distribution, magnetic field, and spin period) within the GC region as a whole, closely following Ref. [4]. In particular, two models for the NS magnetic field and period distributions were developed in that work, based on fits to existing pulsar data. We conservatively choose the model which yields weaker constraints as our fiducial model. In practice, our fiducial NS population model (model II in Ref. [4]) assumes that magnetic fields quickly decay after the NSs cross the pulsar death line, while the optimistic model (model I in Ref. [4]) assumes that the
magnetic fields decay more slowly. We also follow Ref. [4] when modeling the spatial distribution of NSs within the Galactic bulge and disk. For the Effelsberg analysis, we perform $O(10^3)$ MC simulations of the NS population model and profile over the simulation results when calculating the expected flux and associated 95% limit.

Given the fiducial models we have described, we obtain the limits on $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$ shown in Fig. 2. The orange band represents the predicted $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$ for the QCD axion, and the gray shaded regions represent existing constraints from other experiments. We obtain limits that are stronger than those from CAST [52] and comparable to constraints from the UF [18] and RBF [16,17] haloscopes, while the S-band Effelsberg constraints exclude previously unexplored parameter space. The green shaded band in Fig. 2 represents two dominant sources of uncertainty for the GC analysis. The top of the band is derived by assuming that the DM profile follows a cored density profile with a core radius of 0.6 kpc; this radius is chosen based on recent hydrodynamic simulations which suggest that the DM density may be modified in the inner $\sim0.6$ kpc where the baryons dominate the gravitational potential, though these same simulations suggest an enhancement of the central DM density may also be possible [53]. The lower boundary of the band assumes the fiducial NFW DM profile but takes the alternate NS population model (model I) from Ref. [4].

**Discussion.**—In this work, we performed the first dedicated radio telescope search for signatures of axion DM from axion-photon conversion in NS magnetospheres. We found no evidence for axion DM and set some of the strongest constraints to date on the axion DM scenario. These results show that radio searches for axion DM are a promising path forward, analogous to indirect detection for WIMP DM searches, which should proceed in parallel with laboratory experiments for discovering or excluding axion DM. Additional flux sensitivity is needed in order to reach the QCD axion band at the frequencies targeted in this work. This sensitivity may be available with the upcoming Square Kilometer Array-mid [54] or may already be achievable with the FAST radio telescope [55], since at constant system temperature the sensitivity to $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$ scales inversely with the square root of the effective area [4].

Our work strongly motivates searching with the GBT or Effelsberg radio telescope for evidence of axion DM at higher frequencies, closer to 6 GHz, to probe the axion mass window around $m_a\approx25\ \mu eV$. There is mounting evidence that points toward $25\ \mu eV$ as a likely mass for the axion [56,57], and the axion-photon coupling may also be enhanced [58] and, thus, within reach of GBT and Effelsberg searches. This work also motivates additional effort in modeling the population evolution of NS magnetic fields and spin periods, as these are the largest sources of uncertainty in our population analyses, as well as further efforts to understand the distribution of DM in the inner Galaxy. More work on the axion-induced signal itself from individual INSs would be also useful, as a full calculation of the axion-induced radio signal does not yet exist; such results could lead to reinterpretations of the limits presented in this Letter using supplemental data [51].
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